Forest-Resource Conservation
by R. E.

MARSH AND WILLIAM H. GIBBONS

'

TO MANAGE our forest lands as a public trust and to make the best
possible use of the vast resources of public ami ¡¡rivate forests is a
problem that has captured the imagination of many men. Here is a
clear-cut picture of the forestry situation in the United States, beginning with the extent, the distribution, and the uses of forest lands,
the ownership pattern and its effects, and an appraisal of present and
potential timber resources and national requirements for timber.
Forestry people are compelled to think far ahead. The authors of
this article outline a long-time program the benefits of which would
be far-reaching and fundamental. It means making the fullest use of
the land consistent with economic practicability. It means "a,n
adequate supply of timber and timber products to meet dornestic
needs, together with a substantial exportable surplus. As a basis for
countless private forest activities and industries, it would provide,
in whole or in part, the economic foundation for thousands of
communities."
FOREST-RESOURCE conservation offers one important means of
maintainhig a balanced rural economic and social structure in the
parts of the country which will grow timber, through utilizing all the
1 R E Marsh is Acting Chief and William H. Gibbons is Senior Forester, Division o( Forest Economics,
Forest Service. In the compilation of this article reports and unpublished manuscripts by many members
of the Forest Service have Iwen drawn upon. Where authoritative data on forest conditions such as those
so tar furnished bv the Forest Survey have been available, they have been used. Where such data were
not available, the best approximations possible, which are believed to be substantially near the truth, have
been made.
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land productively for the purposes for which it is best suited, maintaining private industries in perpetuity, and holding a reasonable part
of the population in the country in a healthy, diversified rural life.
THE FOREST-LAND RESOURCE

The forest-land resource, including associated rarigo, iTuirsh, and
water, is an empire in area and should be no less in opportunity.
One-third of the land area of the continental United States exclusive
of Alaska, or 630 million acres, is forest land. This is half again as
much as our farm-crop land. It exceeds the combined area of France,
Germany (before Munich), Italy, Norway, Sweden, Belgium, the
Netherlands, and the British Isles.
Nearly three-fifths is east of the Plains in the area which contains
over four-fifths of our people (fig. 1). The South has one-third
(table 1). The ratio of forest to the total land area varies from 5 percent in the Plains to more than 50 percent in the Northeast and
Table 1.—Forest-land areas of the United States, by broad classes
and regions, 1938
Noncominorcial forest; land

llegion

Northeastern -. ......
Central
Lake.-- ......
South...
Columbia Hiver Basin..
California.
South Rocky Mountain.
Plains . • -'l\)tal ......

.

'Potal forest land

Conimcr(!ial forest
land 1

1,000 acres
02. .118
29,328
55. 034
210, ()()9
09,514
48, 159

102.570
22, 100

1,00f) acres
50, 376
2Í), 231
52, 395
202, 531
73, 842
13, 055
30, 053
14

030, 158

401.097

I
Total

Withdravi'n
from timber use ^

Chiefly
valuable
for purposes other
than timber 3

1,000 acres '■ 1,000 acres 1,000 acres
72 :
2.091
81
97 ■
239 I

97

078 '

1,285
2,145
1,507
3,077
10

"3,239
0, 703
23, Ó27
32, 937
OS, 840
22, 100

10, 878

157,583

072 :
504 '
923
170 .

108,401

1 Land capable of producing timber of commercial quantity and quality available for commercial use.
2 Commercially valuable land in parks, preserves, etc.
3 Includes the oak-cediir breaks of Texas and Oklahoma, mesijuiteand piñon-juniper in the West, chaparral
in southern California, remote and inaccessible alpine ranges, and other areas which appear lo be permanently out of the commercial timber-producing class because of low productivity or extreme inaccessibility. Much of the area has an important value in i)rotecting the watersheds of navigable streams, preventing or reducing soil erosion, ])rotecting wildlife, ])roviding game cover, etc.
* About 2,500,000 acres included in commercial forest land.

South. Significantly, the existing forest land is mainly land which
cannot be used economically for any other purpose.
Future shifts between forest and other forms of agriculture, b}^
whatever means decided, seem likely to be localized, compensatory,
and relatively small. Keen competition for large areas of forest land
seems improbable. On the other hand, the United States has scores
of millions of acres where the soil has been so badly damaged by
cultivation and erosion that it is submarginal for farming. On much
of this the forest is creeping back. Some day these lands may again
be needed for cultivation; meanwhile, there iiiay be no better or
cheaper means for rebuikling them Llian restoration to loj-ests.

10 million acres
Plotted to scale
of mop
Total forest area

Figure 1.—Relative forest areas, by broad classes and regions.

(See table 1.)
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In general, we have enough forest land to meet all national needs
in abundance. But making this land an economic asset rather than a
liability depends upon the successful application of forestry. And
forestry means the management of land not only for the sustained
production of timber but also for the permanent assurance of other
products and benefits.
Forest Land a Multiple-Use Resource

Too often we think of forest land in terms of timber only. But in
fact, when used for forestry, forest land serves at least five major
purposes, each of which constitutes a large and essential phase of our
national life. These major purposes, or uses, are: (1) Timber production, (2) watershed services, (3) recreation, (4) support of wildlife,
and (5) forage production.
With few exceptions, major uses need not be mutually exclusive;
on the contrary, millions of acres can be used for two or more of them
simultaneously. This unique multiple-use quality of forest land is
one of its greatest assets.
The nature and extent of the multiple-use quality may be seen in
the acreages that can be used for different purposes:
(1) Commercial timber crops can be grown on some 462 million
acres.
(2) Nearly three-fourths of all forest land exerts a major or moderate
influence on watersheds. Fully half exerts a major influence. The
latter includes the steep slopes of the Rockies, Sierras, Appalachians,
and other mountain ranges of the West and East, which are the main
sources of most major streams; erosible soils like those of the Piedmont
and the high bluffs along the Mississippi; and other areas like the
Ouachita section of the Ozarks, where stream-flow or run-off conditions are critical.
(3) More than half of the forest area, mainly in the West and
South, is grazed by domestic livestock.
(4) Practically the entire area is suitable for wildlife.
(5) Eleven million acres of land naturally suitable for timber use
has so far been set aside exclusively for scenic purposes and recreation,
in the form of parks, monuments, and other reservations. Much of
the rest can also be used for recreation.
A surprisingly largo arc^a may be used very efl'cctively for all five
purposes. On other areas certain major uses will be rcstrict(KÍ or
exchidod. No one factor exerts a greater influence on the use made
of forest land than the character of ownership. But regardless of
ow^nership, everywhere some correlation and adjustment are necessary to insure optimum multiple use and benefits. Forest-land
management that is satisfactory from the standpoint of public interest
will accomplish this.
Timber Use
Timber growing is the most tangible economic use to which forest
land may be put. Furthermore, timber can be grown almost anywhere that land is available and with less cultural effort than any
other land crop. No other crop has greater flexibility as to time of
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harvesting, or even remotely approaches tnnber in the accumulation
of thíí basic plant materials, cellulose and lignin.
American economy has long been characterized by a high rate of
wood consumption. Within the memory of men now living, a wealth
of virgin timber was ready at hand and practically free for the taking.
The United States now uses about a third of the hunber, more than
half the paper, and nearly two-fifths of the wood in all forms consumed
in the world.
Ample timber supplies are essential to our national wealth and
well-being. Wood is an exceedingly adaptable material for thousands of products. It is used just as it comes from the forest, with,
only crude shaping - fuel wood, poh^s, posts, house logs. It is used
in a further-processed form—sawed lumber, veneer, shingles, flooring,
barrel staves. It is the principal material for innumerable fabricated
products—boxes, furniture, woodcnware, musical instruments. It
appears in a great and constantly increasing variety of chemical
products—pulp, paper rayon and other textile fibers, cellophane,
acetone, alcohol, plastics. And the full possibilities of wood have
not been touched—how to use it most efi'ectively; how to treat it for
resistance to decay, insi^ct attacks, and fire; and, finally, how to
transform it into other materials.
Wood is th<^ basis of an enormous number and variety of industries.
Lumbering is one of our great industries. Forest industries in 1929 employed about V/i million persons and producc^d commodities valued at
about 5 billion dollars. This does not includ(^ people engaged in fort^^st
administration,protection, planting, and dependent trades and services.
The use of forest land for growing timber thus not only furnishes
(essential consumption goods but supports industries and communities, supplies tonnage for railroads and international trade, and is the
basis of many thousands of service jobs.
Fortunately our 462 million acres of comnu>rcial forest land is
ample und(>r proper manag(^ment to supply our future timbi^r needs,
with a margin, for (^xport. This acreage, however, includes not only
lajid bearing timber stands that could be utihzed under the 1929
market and operating conditions, for example, but also other land on
which present or future timber stands can be economically utilized
only under more favorable but reasonably conceivable future coTiditions. Obviously our commercial forest-land acr(^ag(^ caimot be considered stabler It will vary with the play of economic forces and
changing social customs and usages.
Commercial forest land occurs in significant amount in all regions
except the Plains (fig. 1). The South, with 203 million acres, is far
in the lead. Next is the Columbia River Basin, with 74 million acres,
including the Douglas fir belt of western Oregon and Washington
(table 2).
But these lands and their timber have not been managed according
to the principles of good forestry. Timber depletion, followed by
migration or cessation of forest industries, consequent wrecking of
communities, and a whole train of economic and social ills, has been
the usual practice. Most of the cut-over areas are only partly productive. Far too often growing stocks are characterized by large areas
of inferior species and low-quality stands of more valuable species.
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Table 2.—Commercial forest area of the United States, by character of growth
and region, 1938
Saw-timber areas i
Region

Total
Total

Northoastorii
Central....
Lake.. . . .

acrcH
59. ;}?()
29.231
o2. rii);')

South:
Coastal Plain
Piedmont-Mountain
.
Delta
. ... _.
Pino, hardwoods, west..

f)2. Ö34
49. 372
38, 408
12.324
39.893

Total.
Columbia River Basinr
West coast... ... .
Interior.

202, 531
25.790
48, 052

Total..
California...
South Rocky Mountain.
Plains
..

13.655
30.053
14

Per- I 1,000
cevt '■ acres
1.3
21, 154
f)
y,í)8()
II
7, 123

I
i
i
'

Cordwood
areas -

Old
growth

Second
growth

1,000
acres
8,002
307
3. 580

1,000
acres
13, 152
9', 313
3, 537

1,000
acres
15. 301
8. 600
10.831

18,409
22, 656
8.312
5. 227
16,902

8,992
11,428
18.295
1,987
7,259

■
:
:
j
!

Fair to
sati.sPoor to
nonrefaetory
rcsloek- stocking
injr
areas i
I areas ■'<
1,000
acres
14. 702
5, 204
13. 442

1,000
acres
8, 159

i
i
:
I

9, 752
0, 428
7. 303
582
5. 049

I.'). 891
3. ÍK)2
Í.96)
1. 182
5. 827

14
11

27.
27.
lO;
8.
21,

899
01.4
850
573
758

9,430
4,958
2, 538
3.346
4,856

44 :

96,694

25. 128

71,566

47,961 I

29, !14

28,762

14.203 i

10.987
26.219

3.216
3. 684

4,392
7,575

2,812
,5,711

4,383
4.803

44, 106

37, 200

6,900

11,907

8, .523

11,417
22. 083

8.653 !
17,889 I
1

2.764
4.794
4

148
I, 8.59

112.030

100,791

0 ■'

10 I 29,903 ¡

212.802

100.832

4

155 i
;01 I
5 '

1.935
1,950

71.306

Í Includes areas characterized by timber large enough for sawlogs (lumber) in accordance with the practicf;
of the region regardless of its actual use. Old-growth areas bear uncut or lightly cut stands of mature saw
timber; second-growth areas support predominately immature saw timber which has come in following
removal of the old timber by cutting or other causes. This means: Por the South, at least 600 board feet per
acre in trees 9 inches diameter breast high and larger of pine and cypress and 13 inches and larger of hardwoods (of the 96,694 thousand acres of saw timber it is estimated 22 million acres bear less than 1,500 board
feet per acre); Lake, 2,000 board feet per acre in both hardwood and softwood trees 9 inches and larger; Columbia River Basin, interior, 3,000 board feet per acre for pine and 4,000 board feet for fir trees Hand 13inches
and larger, respectively, and for West coast, 5,000 board feet per acre in trees 15 inches and larger for softwoods.
2 Cordwood areas bear stands characterized by timber too small for sawlog production but large enough
for cordwood regardless of whether the stand is cut for this uso or held for saw timber. Does not include
noncommercial woodland even though subject to some cutting.
3 Fair to satisfactory restocking areas include lands on which at least 40 percent of the growing space is
fully occupied by commercial species predominately below cordwood size.
^ Poor to nonrestocking areas include lands with less than 40 percent of the growing space fully occupied
by commercial species predominately below cordwood size.
5 Less than 0.005 percent.

A major problem is the 77 ra.illiori acr(^s of largely idli^ land, miieh
of which should be planted with trees—espi^^ially in the l^aki* vStates,
the vSouth, the Northeast, and the Columbia River Basin, Building
up the inferior second-growlh saAv-timber stands into satisfactory
growing stocks is another majoT* problem in the East.
Assurance of abundant and continuous supplies of wood at low
prices will be a potent factor in encouraging development of new uses
and greater consumption. But perhaps the most important result
of forest management will be the establishment of permanent private
industries for extracting and processing timber products. No longer
will these industries have to follow a retreating timber supply or be
handicapped by heavy transportation costs in acquiring raw' materials. They can locate at convenient points throughout or near forested
areas and wall constitute nuclei around wdiich community activities
will develop.
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Watershed Services
The beneficial eifects of forest cover in regulating stream flow and
preventing erosion may well represent greater values than the timber
crop. Indeed, in many areas the ''water crop'' alone justifies maintenance of the forest.
With the destruction of the forest cover, floods seem to be increasing
in frequency and dcstructiveness. Despite mounting expenditures
for engineering control works, average annual flood losses in recent
years have exceeded 110 million dollars. Single floods sometimes
are calamities. The Mississippi flood of 1927 cost 246 lives and some
300 million dollars.
Forests do not prevent floods, but through retarding run-off and
thus reducing flood peaks, they do I'educe the dcstructiveness of
floods. Forested lands exercise such a favorable influence in regulating stream flow and minimizing floods that no effective plan for
flood control can ignore them.
The destruction of forests is a major factor in causing erosion on
a large scale. In regions where forests onc^e held and built up the
soil, 10 percent of the land area is seriously and 40 percc^nt moderately
eroded; that means soil deterioration on 485 million acres. And not
only does erosion deplete the fertility of the land, but irregular and
uncertain stream flow and deposits of silt and sand can largely destroy"
the value of the huge investments that have been made in dams,
levees, and channel improvements. With a growing recognition of
the extent of the erosion evil, reforestation as a control measure is
being employed more widely each year.
The function, of forest cover in keeping the water of springs, streams,
and reservoirs clear and pure for domestic use is universally recognized. Providing an adequate supply of clear, pure w^at(>r has become
a vast and expensive problem for many cities. Investments in
municipal waterworks ah'eady run into billions of dollars. Dependable supplies of clear water are equally essential to western irrigation
agriculture^ w4iich produced a 900-million-dollar crop in 1929 and
represents an investment of perhaps 5 or 6 billion dollars. The importance of clear and permanent streams to fish and to recreation generally is perhaps not so widely appreciated.
Half of the forest area exercises a major influence on watersheds;
almost a quartt^r more, a moderate influence. The rest exercises
only a slight protective influence. Most of the latter area is comparatively level land, swamp and overflow land, or land having deep
sandy soils, wiiere rim-off and erosion problems are not serious.
Unfortunately, large areas of protection-forest land are not exercising as much influence as they might because of the present condition of the forest cover. A satisfactory forestry program would call
for something approaching the full influence of the forest on practically every major stream and on most minor streams having a flood
menace or used or available for municipal water supplies, irrigation,
power, and navigation.
Little forest la,.nd need be withheld from timber or other use for the
sake of the protective function. Among the exceptions are a few
tracts protecting municipal watersheds. In general^ when managed
under practices that are satisfactory for timber production^ forest land
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will sufficiently fulfill its protective and other functions at the same
time. Of course, timberlands are not the only concern. Large areas
covered with inferior tree growth or brush have high value for protection of water and soil. Like that of the timberlands, their protective value is quickly impaired by fire and overgrazing.
Recreational Use
Recreation is a tremendously important forest-land use. More
nearly than any other setting for outdoor recT'eation, the forest meets
all the needs for relaxation, for play, and for aesthetic enjoyment—
from simple picnicking and sightseeing to prolonged wilderness camping and the spiritual and inspirational stimuli afforded by '^cutting
all bonds of habit and drifting into the timeless continuity of the
primeval.''
Practically all forest land has some recreational value. Some has
such exceptional recreational value that it should be withdrawn from
timber and grazing use. This includes areas of superlative scenic
value, wilderness areas, wooded strips along highways, campgrounds,
land needed for forest-home sites, and areas to satisfy intensive needs
near large population centers.
Eleven million acres of forest land have already been withdrawn
from timber production for recreational use. This acreage may
eventually be doubled or even trebled. It cannot be too strongly
emphasized, however, that the recreational needs of vast numbers of
people may be satisfied by lands which are also being used for timber
production.
Wildlife Production
Forest lands furnish the environment for many classes of game, fur
bearers, and other wildlife. Most forest land is capable of producing
wildlife having social or economic value.
Wildlife held its own with uncivilized man, but civilized man has
destroyed its habitat and hunted it unceasingly for food and fur and
sport until numbers have dwindled and species vanished. It has become increasingly dependent on the forest for food and shelter.
Encouraging progress has been made in forest-wildlife conservation.
The steady downward trend of nearly 300 years has been reversed in
recent years ; and, with increasing knowledge, the why and the how of
management are better understood. Yet, except in a few areas and
in a few States, the existing wildlife population is far below what forest
lands and waters can support in balance with other uses.
By use or misuse of forests and waters man upsets the balance of
nature. Wildlife management and forest management, effectively
integrated, can create and maintain a new balance. The protection
of forest land from fire and the application of desirable silvicultural
measures in using the timber contribute to the welfare of wildlife.
Forage Production
About 342 million acres of forest land—chiefly in the Western,
Southern, and Central States—is grazed by domestic livestock. This
grazing furnishes a current return to many landowners, aids generally
in fire protection, and helps to make forests accessible with roads and
trails.
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The 160 million acres of western forest range brings income to
thousands of stockmen, benefits other phases of western agriculture,
and contributes substantially to our national meat, wool, and leather
supply. Upon the luscious feed of this high-mountain summer range,
stockmen depend largely for the w^eight or quality gains of their livestock. About half of the western-range livestock products, valued at
some 400 million dollars in 1935, are produced on forest and woodland
range.
The western forest range is badly depleted, however. Its actual
grazing capacity is now about 2 million livestock units. By management and other forms of public and private action, it can be restored
to support 3 million.
In the South, a large part of the 12 million cattle and 11 miUion hogs
graze at least part of the time on the 125 million acres of forest range.
This range is virtually a grazing common and makes negligible returns
to timberland owners. Promiscuous burning, which is done to ^'green
up the feed," is injurious to the forest.
In the Central region (fig. 1) 21 million acres of commercial fori^st
land is in farm woodland, of which three-fourths is grazed. But the
forest-grow^n forage is so poor that little more than shade for livestock
is obtained. Furthermore, unregulated grazing practically prcivents
timber production and seriously reduces watershed benefits. Exclusion of livestock from these woodlands, except under restrictions that
will prevent damage to the forest, will not reduce stock production aiid
can be a major factor in restoring the forest and thei'eby increasing farm
income.
Other Forest Products
Numerous other forest products furnish employment and contribute
to the national income. Many are susceptible of further development.
Naval stores—turpentine and rosin- -from southern longleaf and slash
pines are normally valued at about 40 million dollars a year. The
naval stores industry is an important factor in the economic life of
the South. So far as permanence of timber supply is concerned, its
future seems assured. Naval stores production is about double
domestic consumption. A permanent industry of present or greater
size will be a great advantage to forestry in the Southeast. It will
help to keep productive large areas of land not adapted to other forms
of agriculture, and it will give employment to tens of thousands of
people.
Wood and bark for taiming, edible nuts, maple sugar and sirup,
Christmas greens, and many other products are derived from our
forests.
THE INFLUENCE OF OWNERSHIP ON PROVIDENT
FOREST-LAND USE

Ownership has exercised a variable but dominating influence on all
of the uses and benefits of forest land. Some of the most baffling
problems have grown directly out of forest ownership.
Some of the main facts of ownership in the continental United States,
exclusive of Alaska, are shown in table 3. Each class and form of
ownership or control has its own inherent advantages and limitations,
and objectives of owners within the same class vary widely. The
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ownership pattern in many places is so complex that it constitutes a
serious handicap to forest management.
Table 3.—Ownership of forest land in the continental United States,
exclusive of Alaska

Ownership class

i Total , mer-

^^JJ"}"

'i

Owncrshii) class

; Total I nier- ! ^^¡¡"!"

■ Million^ Millionl Million
Private:
■ acres ■ acres \ acres
Farm woodland
...i 185. ó
138.8
4ö. 7
Industrial and 01 hor
24;S. ;n 202.1
46.2
--- -i--Total....
! t;«. 8
;U0. Í) ■
92.9

:\ Public—Continiied.
| Million] Million' Million
/
National parks and . acres ' acres \ acres
'
monunionts.
fi. o|.. .. '
0.5
■
Public domain _. . 24.0;
4.7:
H). ;i
National forests
| J22. Oj 81. ñ,
40.5
1
Other Federal
j
o. 0 !
4.2'
.8

Public:

i'

('ommunity

i
...

State..-.
I
Indian reservations..i

'

¡

7.8

7.1 I

.7 |i

19.0 I
12.0 !

10.9 i
6.4 ¡

2.1 jj
5.0 .

Total...

'

I9(). 3 .
—nrm^^—:

All classes

!2().8

75. fi

-,—_.. ._

.. i 630.1'' 401.7.
■

108.4

The primary object o.f most private ownership is direct financial
returns. In the long run, private forest-laud management must be
economically sound from the standpoint of iinancial returns to the
owner. Timber is the product that offers the highest returns and
accordingly the greatest incentive to private ownership.
The manifold watershed services do not ordinarily afford revcTiue
to the private owner, nor does most of the recreational use of l;h(^
forest. Yet these nonrevenue-producing uses are of gri^at concern to
the public generally, as is also the management of th(î timber, forage,
and wildlife resources on. a sustained-yield basis.
During the settlement of this coiuitr}^ the exploitation of the
supposedly inexhaustible forests took the form of rapid Ji(inidation
with a view to quick profits. More r(T.ently it is coming to be rc^alizivl
that our future supply of forest products and servdc(^s depc^nds on
sustained management of the resource. Tliis aTid a growing ri^alization of the financial soundness of continuous yields are being reflected
in better land management by some owners. But in varying d(^gríH>
private owners will disríígard or minimize public interests. On a
substantial acreage this will be so serious that public ownership will
be necessary.
Public ownership—Federal, State, or local—diff'ers from private
ownership in objectives, stability, and fiiumcial ability. Public
forests, generally sp(»aking, represent a n^cogniticm of the difficulties
expc^rienced by private owners in coping with the many yx^'plexing
problems involved in the practice of forestry. Public ownership,
often accompanied by restrictions on private forest-land manageruíínt,
has long been accepted in many countries as a major safeguard against
the hnpairment of the sustained, productivity and economic values of
forest resources.
Under public ownership, timber, forage, and wildlife uses can be
placed on a sustained basis. Special areas may be dedicated as needed
to any one of the major uses as the paramount one. Full correlation
can be effected between all uses and services. The potentialities of
multiple use can be fully realized.
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Under public ownership, the protection to watershed services
afforded by good vegetative cover may more readily be supplemented
by upstream engineering measures. Nearly two-thirds of our forest
area having an important influence on watersheds is in private ownership, where both incentive for protection and assurance of continuity
are least. Public forests necessarily provide for w^atershed protection
as a primary objective.
.n i j- ^
j
Under public ownership, forest recreational uses will be lostered,
which is unlikely under private ownership.
Under pubhc"ownership, wildUfe conservation is greatly simplified.
Publicly owned forests offer one of the best opportunities for wildlife
production and are increasingly imi)ortant for public hunting and
fishing grounds as access to private lands is gradually shut off.^ In
private forests, except for limited areas from which the public is
excluded, the financial incentive to produce wildlife crops is lacking.
Pubhc and private owners share the responsibility for some of the
worst forest-range depletion. Both can be credited with some of the
best range management.
Private Ownership

Of our 630 million acres of forest land, 434 million is in private
ownership. In almost every respect this area is our most critical
forest problem.
• i • i
The portion available for and capable of growing commercial timber
includes 341 million acres (table 3). It comprises three-fourths of
the commercial forest. It contains nearly three-fifths of the remaining
saw timber and furnishes more than 95 percent of the timber cut. It
includes most of the best and more accessible land and possibly ninetenths of the potential timber-growing capacity of the entire country.
Together with the 93 miUion acres of noncommercial forest land, it
contains nearly two-thirds of the important watershed areas.
Farm Woodlands
Nearly one-third of the commercial forest land, or 139 miUion acres,
is farm woodland, 95 percent being east of the Plains.
Mostly in small tracts, albeit integral parts of some 3,500,000
farms, farm woodlands constitute a distinctive type of forest-land
ownership and one well adapted to keeping forest land permanently
productive (table 4). Ownership is fairly stable. Costs of ownership
and management are relatively small. Management usually requires
only part of the farmer's time. But the income-producing potentialities of timber crops have seldom been fully appreciated, and because
of this the farm forest has probably received less positive effort and
more abuse than any other major farm crop, with the possible exception of natural pastures.
Unfortunately, farm-forest owners have labored under serious
handicaps, such, for example, as: Lack of bargaining power; poorly
equipped and haphazardly run manufacturing plants that fairly
mangle the product and reduce returns; less aid and encouragement
through research and extension than for any other large farm crop.
Hard pressed for cash, without knowledge of values or silvicultural
requirements, and without an urge for good forest management.
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Table 4.—Ownership of commercial forest areas of the United States,
by regions, 1938
Federally owned or managed

!

All
areas

Region

Total

1,000
acrefi
59. 376
29, 231
52, 3Ü5

Northeastern.
Central
.
Lake.
.

Indian
'National reserva! forest
tion

1,000
acres
1, 529
1,440
6,818

1,000
1,000
acres
acres
1,307 i.
1,329 :
5,522 j
771

South:
2,881
Coastal I'lain...
62, 534 i
Piedmont... . j 49,372 I
2, 301
Mountain
. :■ 38,408 \ 4,212
14
Delta
12,324 |
Pine, hardwoods,
'
west .3!), 893 |
3, 500 '

■ State,
¡ county,
.^ and
I
Other municipal

acres
222
Ill
525

\
!
,
;

1,000
acres
3, 493
250
14,039

Private

Fnrm

' '^^-

^^"'^

■ ol.h(>r

Total

1,000
acres
54, 354
27, 541
31,538

1,000
acres
17,083 i
20,364 ■
15,060

59.0J2
46, 280
34, 063
12. 205

18, 673
31,059
18,805
3,596 I

40, 339
15,221
15, 258
8,609

11,483 .

24,884

!
2, 296
1,799
3.861
14

585
502
308

641
791 ,
133 I
105 :
26

I
36,307 :
187,927 !

3,388

1

111

11,358

44 i

1,500 I

1,696

202,531 i

12,908

25,790 I
48,052 ;

9,888
32,192

7, 329
27,506

220
3,182

2,339
1,504 ■

1,653 I
2,400

14,249 ':
13,460 ¡

Total

73, 842

42,080 '

34,835 ■

3,402 1

3, 843

4,053 j

27,709 '■

California
South Rocky
Mountain
Plains

13,655

6,811

6,696 1

45

6,799 ¡

30, 653
14

25,120 .
14

20,418 ;
14 ■.

2,052 1

2, 650

492 i

5,041 i

6,384 i

8, 857

Total

.

83,616 ' 104,311

I

Columbia River
Basin:
West coast. _....
Interior . .

Total..-.

1,000
acres
37, 271
7,177
16,478

461., 697

96, 720 1 81,479 1

115 ;

24,068

1,599 '
668
2,267 ¡
326
96 j

12,650
12.792
2.5,442
6,473
4,945

340,909 I 138,812 ■ 202 097

farmers have commonly accepted lump-sum prices for their timber
holdings, which have then been cut without any restrictions w^hatever.
Nevertheless, farm forestry has made measurable headw^ay in recent
years. All told, about 41 million acres of farm forests have been put
under some form of management—1.6 million under intensive sustained
yield management; 9.7 million under extensive sustained-yield management; and 30 million under extensive management without sustainedyield. But some 20 million acres are still to be restocked, and possibly
75 million acres of deteriorated forests must be rehabilitated if production is to be increased to a reasonable level. About 45 million
acres of this is now^ without organized fire protection.
Industrial and Other Nonfarm- Ownership
.Hardly anybody would minimize the problems involved in the farm
woodlands; yet the 202 million acres of commercial forest land in
industrial and other nonfarm private holdings, 80 percent of which
is east of the Plains (table 4), is probably the crux of the forest problem.
This 202 million acres—which comprises more than two-fifths of
our total commercial forest land and from which comes the great
bulk of our more important timber products—is owned by land,
lumber, pulp and paper, and mining companies, railroads, and miscellaneous agencies and individuals. About one-third of this, or
some 70 million acres, is in comparatively large holdings—300 holdings
of 50,000 or more acres each make up almost 50 million acres; 50
223761°—40
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owners, holding 200,000 acres or more, account for nearly 25 million
acres. There are, however, hundreds of thousands of small tracts
lield by absentee owners. This is highly significant, for sizable
holdings, financial abihty, and stability of ownership facilitate the
continuity of policy necessary for sustained timber management.
As everybody knows, industrial owners have generally followed the
policy of liquidating the timber resource—the opposite of sustained
timber management. Even now many if not most owners question
whether forestry is for them.
No one with imderstanding questions that private owners face
some disconcerting problems and uncertainties in embarking upon
forestry programs. For example:
(1) Fire, insects, and disease continue to take or threaten to take
a heavy toll of timber values,
(2) The per capita consumption of wood, particularly of lumber, has
declined, and other materials have cut greath^ into former demaTids
for wood.
(3) Industrial holdings have generally been acquired for liquidation,
rarely for sustained management. The resulting ownership pattern
in many instances constitutes a serious handicap to forest management, and one that can be rectified only with difficulty.
(4) Many owners, large and small, are unable to incur the expenditures required by forestr}^, particularly where deteriorated lands must
be reliabihtated and where returns must be deferred. Thus there is
pressure to coiitinue what has been aptl}' desciibed as a cut-out-andget-out ])oiicy—to dispose of the land in one way or another as soon
as possibilities for innnediate revenue are exhausted. MiliioTis of
acres of cut-over land has been sold for farming or allowtul to go tax
delinquent. Much of that sold for farming turned out to be subnuirginal for that use.
Nevertheless, recently —particularly during the last decade—there
has been a striking change for the better in the management of industrial holdhigs. Distinct gains have come through fire protection
organized with Federid and State cooperation., the influence of the
short-lived National Recovery AdmÍT\istration code, the example of
the national forests, research and exteiision by tlie Federal and State
Governments, and the impact of the conservation movement generally.
At the same time, grenat credit is due those owners who in spite "of
hajidica.ps are pioneering in the timber-growing enterprise.
The best information available on the status of forest practices
on industrial and otlier nonfarm commercial land indicates that some
29 million acres is under some form of management—4 million uiider
intensive sustained-3deld management; 7.5 milhon. under extensive
sustained-yield management; and 17 million under extensive management without sustained yield.
Obviously there is still a long way to go: 37 million acres, or nearly
20 percent of the ÍTidustrial and other nonfarm acreage, is not mider
any form of management although restocking poorly or not at aU;
137 million is unmanaged but at least partly productive. Some 00
million acres of this needs, but is still without, fire protection. On.
millions of ac.res, no one knows just how many, now bearing secondgrowth saw timber, cordwood, or ^^ounger stands, the forest rriust be
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rehabilitated, the growing stock built up, the composition improved.
Public Ownership

Of the 196 million acres of forest land in public ownership, or
nearly OTic-third of our forest land, the great bulk—170 million acres—
is owned or managed by the Federal Government (table 3).
The West and the East afford a pronounced contrast in the proportion of forest land m public ownership. This, of course, is largely
because the national forests, which contain 122 million acres of forest
land, were established in the AVest mainly by Presidential decrees or
acts of Congress applied to large areas of public domain, much of
which contained virgin forests.
Commwuity Forests
A very old form of public forest, and one more likely than other
more distant public forests to give the individual citizen a feeling of
personal proprietorship, is the community forest, owned by a county,
a city, a town, a hospital, a school, etc.
This class of forests includes some 8 million acres. More than
1,000 of these forests, aggregating 3 million acres, are under administration and development. Our tens of thousands of incorporated and
unincorporated communities have a great opportunity for a sizable
expansion in both the number and area, of community forests. Such
forests can yield wood and timber for community use, protect water
supplies, and afford opportunities for recreation. Sale of surplus
timber may also bring in a cash revenue. The management of the
forests to produce these goods and benefits will furnish opportunities
for income and employment to local citizens.
State Forests and Parks
Each of the States owns some forest land; all together own about
19 million acres. About ] I million acres are designated as State
forests and parks. About 90 percent of this area is in 10 States—
New York, Pemisylvania, Minnesota, Michigan, Montana, Idaho,
Washington, New Mexico, Wisconsin, and Massachusetts. The
remaÍT]ing 8 million acres is in game refuges and in scattered taxreverted areas and remnants of Federal grants. Most of the scattered
tracts are protected agamst fire, and from some the timber is being
sold, with or without cutting restrictions.
The policies of the several States with respect to State forests and
parks are conspicuously diverse. Practically the entire area is protected against fire and trespass. More than half of the area has been
developed intensively for recreation; among the leaders in this activity are Connecticut, Indiana, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, NewYork, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Vermont. On more than half of the
State forest area timber management ranges downward from intensive
cultural operations and controlled cutting, with Arizona, Connecticut,
Idaho, New Jersey, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, and Vermont among
the more progressive States. About 60,000 acres were planted in 1938,
mostly in Indiana, Michigan, New York, New Jersey, Pemisylvania,
Washington, and Wisconsin. Management and protection have been
materially expanded and intensified through grants of Civilian Con-
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servation Corps, Works Progress Administration, and other emergency
labor.
The possibihties for State forests have hardly been scratched in
most States. The South, with fully one-tliird of all our forest land,
has only 3 percent of the State forests and parks.
Federal Ownership Other Than National Forests
Uncle Sam^s forested lands are in more than one basket, although
most of the federally owned or controlled acreage is in the national
forests (table 3).
Public domain,—The remaining public domain of the Western States
contains about 24 million acres of forest land; about one-fifth with,
commercial timber, much with range values, and ncarl}^ all important
for watershed protection. Management is limited to the areas recently included in grazing districts. Even fire prevention has been
lacking or at best sporadic.
Indian forests.—In the Indian reservations are forests aggregating
12 million acres—about one-half commercial—which are managed for
the benefit of their Indian owners by the Department of the Interior.
Management, which in general has kept pace with that of the national
forests, calls for maximum returns consistent with sustained yield and
watershed protection.
National parks.—In the national parks, under the Department of
the Interior's administration, are roughly 5 million acres of forest.
Reserved for scenic and recreational purposes, and given the maximum protection against fire, insects, and disease, these stands also
afl'ord watershed benefits. Under wildlife protection, the parks are
important game refuges.
Miscellaneous Federal ownership.—In such holdings as the Oregon
and California and Coos Bay road lands in Oregon, the national monuments, the wildlife refuges, and the farm-resettlement purchases, the
Federal Government has almost 7 million acres of forested land.
All of these areas are under management, and some are intensively
developed for recreational use or wildlife.
National Forests
Although the national-forest enterprise is still largely confined to
the Kocky Mountain and Pacific Coast States, national forests or
purchase units arc located in 40 States, Alaska, and Puerto Rico.
The net area of the national forests, exclusive of Alaska and Puerto
Rico, is 156 million acres; about 122 million is forest, the remainder
uitermingled grass and alpine country. Private and other interior
holdings total 52 million acres.
The national forests, administered by the Department of Agriculture, represent the first large-scale trial in the United States of public
ownership and administration of a great natural resource. They also
represent the first large-scale land classification in the country. Their
withdrawal has kept a large area of submarginal land out of cultivation and has retained under public control millions of acres that are
submarginal for any private ownership. Their establishment was a
major factor in reversing the traditional Federal policy of disposing of
all pubhc land, regardless of its character, for "development.''
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Despite the difficulty of placing almost one-twelfth of the land area
of the United States under administration in a pioneer undertaking,
the national-forest enterprise has been at least fairly successful.
This is evidenced in many ways, but not least in the change in public
opinion from bitter opposition, mainly western, to Nation-wide
approval and a demand in most States for more national forests.
The national forests are being built up through intensive, carefully
planned protection, by planting, and by timber-stand improvement.
All cutting is controlled. Varying in intensity with the demand for
timber, management plans cover practically the entire timber area.
Local communities and privately owned industries dependent on the
cutting and manufacture of the timber from the national forests arc
stable, in contrast to many communities engaged in the liquidation of
privately owned timber. Of the 81.5 million acres of commercial forrcst land in the natioiuil forests, 3.4 million acres is under intensive
su stained-yield management; 33.3 million acres is under extensive
sustained-yield managemeiit; and 3.5 million acres is under extensive
maiuigement without sustained yield. Additional land at least partially productive, protected against fire, and with management
assured as the cutting of the timber becomes possible, amounts to 35.9
million acres; and 5.4 million acres is unproductive, largely as a result
of fires before or since the land was incorporated in national forests.
Fire protection, controlled cutting, planting, and range management
have material^ improved watershed services, particularly in the West
but increasingly in the East. Significantly almost all major and most
minor western rivers and many of the most important eastern rivers
head in the national forests.
The 81 million acres of range land in the western national forests
has been built up steadily under management plans which now cover
nearly the entire area. The demand for this range exceeds the supply,
although present use aids 25,000 pay permittees and several thousand
owners who graze a few head of ''exempt'' stock in the forests.
Large wildlife reservoirs, the national forests afford an. unsurpassc^d
opportunity to work out the new concept of wildlife management integrated with that of timber, range, and other resources. Big game has
increased 150 percent since 1924—and other wildlife, including fish,
correspondingly—without having reached excess numbers except
locally.
Forest recreation is the most concrete and direct service which the
national forests can render to millions of people. Out of the 32 million
visitors to the national forests in 1937, over 12 million stopped to enjoy
one or more forms of forest recreation. With requisite facilities and
administration, this use could be greatly increased.
But great as are these and other accomplishments, the building up
of the national-forest resource has been too slow. Much too small an
area is under intensive timber management. Forest ranges are too far
below full productivity. Wildlife management has lagged, and recreational facilities fall far short of meeting the requirements of the people
who are or should be using the national forests. In watershed protection efforts have beim confined too largely to ordinary protection, and
special supplemental provisions needed for fully satisfactory protection
are largely lacking. Acquisition of land has proceeded at a snaiPs pace.
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Among the reasons for this situation are: The i-iMnotenoss and ina.ccossibility of mucli of tlie area; the. rather widespri^iul public opposition hi. the early yenrs; the serious handicap of pi'ivate and oth(U'
interior holdings which, at the extreme, have made satisfactory administration im])ossible; lack of technical knowledge; inadequate
legislatioii; and insuflicient funds.
PRESENT AND POTENTIAL TIMBER RESOURCES

It remains to d(\al with the timber on the 462 million aeries classed
as commercial forest land. The volume, character, location, ownership, economic availability, rate of cut or destruction, and rate of
gr'owth of th(^ stand of timber influence the determination of whether
positive measures are needed to put the forests on a satisfactory basis,
and if so, what measures.
Volume and Location ol Present Timber Supplies

Saw Timber
Of the broad classes of timber-, saw timber is in greatest demand and
is the most important. It is preferred for most timber products, being
required for lumber, cross ties, veneer, and similaj* sawed or sliced
products.
The total supply of saw timber is about 1,760 billion board feet.
Nearly three-fourths of it, or 1,260 billion feet, is old growth (table 5).
The old-growth saw timber—characteristically 200 to 300 years old
and often older—still dominates the market, although the cut of second
growth is increasing.
The supply of second-growth saw timber is far too small to insure a
sustained output following the cutting of the old growth. Moreover*,
second growth is characteristically cut long before it reaches physical
or financial maturity.
Softwood saw timber comprises nearly 1,500 billion, board f(M4., or
85 percent of the total. Douglas fir, with 490 billion feet, 80 percent
of which is in Oregon and Washington, is far in iho lead. Ponderosa
pine, widely distributed through the West, is second, with 225 billion.
Then come the southern yellow pines, western''true" firs, and western
hemlock, with 197, .122, and 116 billion board feet, respectively. The
once large supply of northern white pine in the .Lake States, highly
prized as a standard wood for millwork, boxes and crates, novelties,
and patterns, has been so depleted that it now comprises less than 1
percent of the country^s softwood.
Hardwoods make up only 15 percent (271 billion feet) of the sawtimber stand, yet contribute 28 percent of the saw-timber cut. Oak
leads with. 84 billion feet. The hardwood stand is practically confined
to the East, with, two-thirds south of the Ohio and Potomac Rivers.
DepU^tion, especially in the more valuable species, has progressed
further than hi softwoods.
Because of the steady progress of liquidation from one region to
another, the remaining saw timber is not well distributed geographically in relation to the commercial forest land. The East, with threefourths of the land, has less than one-third of the saw timber. West-
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Table 5.—Stand of saw timber in the United States, by character of
growth and region, 1938 ^
Softwoods

Hardwoods

1 uitii ^ílw

liegion

timber
Total

Old
growth

Second
growth

^ota. !,^„

Second
growth

Million
bd. ft.
84, 025
14,301
57,616

Percent
4.8
.8
3.3

Million
bd.fl.
41, 056
369
20, 881

Million
bd. ft.
19,121
121
11, 773

Million
bd. ft.
21,9:35
248
9,108

117,774
108,987
45,390
33,004
81,415

6.7
6.2
2.0
1.8
4.6

82,105
70,197
7,940
2,849
51, 541

27, 331
11,804
2,900
1.108
11,537

54, 774
58: 333
5.040
i; 681
40, 004

Total •'....

386, 570

21.9

214, 632

54,800

159,832

171.938

Columbia Kiver Basin:
West coast
Interior....

602, 249
280, 383

34.1
15.9

597, 594
280, 082

484, 907
204; 135

J12, 687
15,947

4, ()55
301

4. 655
301

882, (532

50. 0

877, 676

749, 042

128,634

4,95()

4, 956

213, 480
124,992
3o

12.1
7. 1

213, 480
124, 991
35

206, 520
114, 794
15

0, 960
10, 197
20

1

100.0 1, 493,120 1,156, 186

336,934

Northoastern 2
Central 2 .
Lake-*
.

_

___

South:
Coastal Plain
Piedmont
Mountain
Delta .. ...
Pine, hardwoods, wGst.._-

Totals.

._

.._

_

California 2.
. _
South Rookv Mountain 2
Plains 2 _
Total...

... .

__

1,763,051

0)

Million Million Million
bd. ft.
bd.ft.
bd. ft.
42,909 10,490
32, 479
1, 382
12, 550
13.932
16, 286
30. 735 20, 449
35.009 22, 4()5
38: 790 14, 160
37. 450 13.830
30.155 i 14,988
29:874 i 13,183

13, 204
24, 630
23, 620
15. 167
16.691

78, {)2()

93, 312

1

270, 531 110,948 ; 159,583

' Includes trees large enough for lumber, cross ties, veneer, and similar sawed or sliced products in accordance with the cutting practice of the region concerned. Minimum i^izes are: South, softwoods, 9 inches
dia.metor breast high, hardwoods, 13 inches; Lake, 9 inches, both softwoods and hardwoods; Columbia
River Basin, interior, pine and fir, 11 and 13 inches, respectively; and west coast, softwoods, 15 inclies.
Old growth comprises mature saw timber, most of which is the remainder of the uncut or lightly cut original
stands. Second growth comprises immature saw timber much of which is barely of sawlog size.
2 Includes saw timber on saw-timber areas only,
3 Includes saw timber on cordwood and restocking areas as well as on saw-timber areas. The saw timber
on the saw-timber areas of the T^ake region amounts to 46,143 million feet, 16,796 million of softwoods and
29,347 million of hardwoods; and in the Columbia River Basin region it totals 847,280 million feet, 842,333
million softwoods and 4,947 million hardwoods. In the South the saw timber on areas supporting 1,500
board feet or more per acre totals 346,785 million feet, 191,474 million of softwoods and 155,311 million of
hardwoods.
4 Less than 0.05 percent.

orii Oregon and Washington, with onty 6 percent of the land, have over
one-third of the saw tiinbi^T and two-fifths of the old-growth saw
timber. Nearly nine-tenths of the old-growth saw timber is in Rocky
Mountain a.nd Pacific Coast States.
Although about two-thirds of the saw-timber cut comes from the
East, perhaps half of the great store of virgin timber in the West is
economically available to the East. Under orderly utilization this
western supply would be of great value in helping to tide over the
interval which must elapse before the East can be put on a satisfactory
timber-growing basis. But the pressure to liquidate is so great that
most western operators are throwing their stumpage on the market
with little regard to sustained-yield requirements. The consequent
(Jepressed market conditions render systematic timber growing more
difficult for eastern owners.
Gordwood
There are some 2,455 million cords of wood in trees 5 inches in
diameter up to saw-timber size, and in tops and limbs of saw-timber
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trees. The volume of the small trees is about 1,850 million cords, or
about two-fifths of that of the saw timber.
Except for the tops and limbs of saw-timber trees, which should be
utilized up to the measure of feasible and economical woods practice,
the great bulk of the cordwood is hardly available for cutting. On the
contrar}^, under good forestry practice, cordwood-size trees would
ordinarily be regarded as growing stock to grow into saw timber for
more valuable products. The cutting of such trees should be limited
to thinning or other stand-improvement work, or to stands managed
primarily for such products as fence posts, pulpwood, and fuel wood.
Two-thirds of the cordwood-tree volume is in the East, where there
are large areas of young second-growth timber. From the standpoint
of real forestry, the present cordwood growing stocks are generally
unsatisfactory in quantity and quality.
Total Volume of Timber
The total stand of timber is 519 billion cubic feet, including 364
billion feet in saw-timber trees and 155 billion in cordwood trees
(table 6). The West, with 26 percent of the commercial forest land,
has 57 percent of the total timber. The per acre volumes of 495 and
680 cubic feet in the Lake States and South might be compared with
the 760 in Sweden, a country where forests are under systematic
management. The higher potential capacity of the United States
forest lands calls for larger growing stocks here than in Sweden, in
order to maintain a sustained output commensurate with the timberproducing capacity of the land.
Table 6.—Total stand of softwoods and hardwoods in the United States^ by type of
material and region^ 1938
Saw-timbor trees '

All trees

Cordwood trees

Region
Total

wood

Million Million
cu.ff.
cu. n.
47,901 ; 12.915
12,001 i
419
2o,S09 :
8,970

Northeastern
Central.
Lake . .
South:
Coasial plain
;
Piedmont
I
Mountain....
..j
Delta
.
i
Pine,
hardwoods, '
west
.....!

39,
38,
19,
11,

256
562
991
697

23. 457
20, ]08
3, 240
918

Total

wood

Million. Million
cu. ft.
cu.n.
34,980 ■ 16,733
11,582
3, 19S
16, 737
16, 839
15,799
18,454
16.751
lO; 779

.
;
I
!

26,510
24,006
10,637
8, 762

28, 508

14, 446

14,062 !

18,210

138,014

62, 169

7.5,845 .

88,125

Columbia River Basin:
West coast
; 125,088
Interior
; 71,991

122,446
71,710

2,642 . 106,888
281 ■ 47.393

194. 156 :

2,923 ■ 154,281

Total

Total

197,079

62.582 I .. . .
California..
.- .. 62,582
South Rocky Mountain. : 35, 677
35.653 I
24
Plains
■■
12
12 i
Total

60, 53S
2.5,798

Hardwood

Total

Soft- I Hard-

Million Million Million Million Million
en. ft.
cu.ft.
ru. ft.
cu. ft.
cu. ft.
7, 408
9. 325 31, 168
5, 507
25, 661
3.132
66
8, 803
353
8, 450
5, 201
10,536 10. 072
3. 769
0, 303
17,486
14,116
J. 620
669

9.024
9.890
9.017
8.093
7,660

. 12,746
5.971 :
'■■ 11,5.56
5:992
; 9,354
1,620
i 2.935
249

6,775
\
8,564
7,734
2,686

10,298

3,896

6. 402

43,684 ¡ -19,889

17,728

32, 161

106, 121
47. 331

767 ■ 18,200 ! 16,325
62 ; 24,598 | 24,379

],875
219

L53.452

829 i 42, 798 ! 40, 704

2, 094

60,538 !
25,798 I
7 i

■ 519,075 i 376.876 ! 142. 199 ; 364,417 ' 296,911 !

2,044
9,879 !
5
67,506 154,658

2,044
9,855
5
79,965 ;

1 Includes tops and limbs (tops only in softwoods as well as portion of tree suitable for sawdogs.

74,693
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Ownership of Timber Supplies

The character of ownership of the timber as well as of the land is
a primary factor in our forest situation. It largely influences the time
and rapidity of cutting, and the organization of operations for sustained yield. It influences the measures taken before, during/ and
after cutting to insure the establishment, development, and protection
of new stands. By no means least, it affects the consideration given
to dependent industries and communities.
Ownership of saw timber is of special importance. The national
requirements for forest products will best be met if programs of forestry are based on saw timber as the major object of management
and if sufficiently long rotations are used to produce timber of considerable size and relatively high quality. This has been the experience
of every countr}^- where forest management has been substituted for
forest liquidation.
Table 7 shows how the saw timber is distributed among the various
classes of owners. Public agencies own or control about 737 billion
board feet, or 42 percent, of the supply. This includes a large proportion of the relatively inaccessible timber in the West. Only 31
billion feet of the publicly owned or managed saw timber is in the
East. This in itself emphasizes the desirability of considering a
greatly expanded program of public ownership in the East. In the
nature of the case, public ownership is comparatively free from pressure for immediate financial returns. It is far better adapted than
Table 7.—Ownership of stands of saw timber in the United States,
by regions, 1938
Fed(;rally owned or inaiiagCMi
Region

Total
Total

Indian
National reserforest
vation

Private

.' State,
I county, I
I and ■;
Other ! munie-,
i pal !

Farm . ■^^«■
Total

r

Million Million i Million Million Million Million, I Million
hd. ft.
bd. ft,
bd. ft.
bd.fi.
bd. ft.
bd. ft.
bd. ft.
50
81.075
84.025
1,283
Í, 667 i
1,617 :
312
163
13, 770
14,301 '
368 I
241
5,255 :
3,875
5.662 ,
46.699 I
57,GJG I

Northeastern.
Cííiitral
Lake
South:
Coastal JMain
\
Piedmont
-. .J
Mountain.-..
■
Delta
-I
PiTic, hardwoods, i
west.. . .
I
Total

_:

ColumbiaRiverBasin:
West coast
._
Interior
Total.
California
South Rocky Mountain
PlainsTotal.

114,242
112. (502
44; 797
34, 302

2, 587
3,315
5, 464
162

80, 627

3, 703

1,883
2,868
4,938
162

570
400
226
25

1, 567

1, 270

.
;
i
I

49 ■

3,651
13, 502

38G, 570

704
447
366

'''<^^'^-

ind

^^^"1

other

Million Million
bd.ft. bd. ft.
19, 972
61, 103
10,059
3.71]
13.851
32, 848

111,085
108,887
39,107
34,115

37, 016
70, 400
21,450
8, 471

76,875

74,
38,
17,
25,

069
487
657
644

23, 792

53, 083

370,069 161,129

208, 940

602,249 ! 269,059
280,383 I 182,012

208,035 i 5,052
152, 584 I 23, 652

55, 972
5,776

33,180
15, 887

300,010
82, 484

11,914
1,634

288, 096
80, 850

882,632 ; 451,071

360,619

28,704

61, 748

49, 067

382, 494

13, 548

368, 946

88, 346

85, 449

2. 897

775

124,359

115,352
35

100, 280
35

6, 983

8,089

1,409

8,231

677,325 ; 565,689

39,885

71,751

124, 992
35
I, 763, 651

2,800 ¡ 121,559
124 '

59,629 11,026,697 ,221,483

8,107
805,214
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private ownership to correlation of management for sustained timber
production with other uses.
There are 221 biUion board feet of saw timber in farm woodLmds,
mostly east of the Plains. Relatively accessible and of better-thanaverage timber-growing capacity, the farm woods include 30 percent
of the forest land but only 13 percent of the saw timber. Although
the conditions are generally favorable for sustained timber production
on farm woodlands, the small average volume of the growing stocks
iudicates that satisfactory timber maiuigemcnt has not been attained.
Industrial and other nonfarm owners hold the largest acreage of
forest land and the largest volume of saw timber. On an average,
their land is potentially more productive and their timber more accessible than that in public ownership. They supply two-thirds of the
îuitional saw-timber cut. Less than one-fifth of their land but 60
percent of their timber is in the West. The motivathig force of immediate financial returns is reflected in the prevalent lack, of sustainedyield management, in the large acreage without satisfactory fire protection, and in the abandonment of millions of acres.
Availobility of Timber Stand

The timber-stand statistics presented above should not be interpreted as measuring the quantity of timber available for cutting.
From this standpoint the gross figures should be reduced, for two
reasons.
(1) Most of the cordwood and younger saw timber should be retained as growing stock. Growing stock, together with the land,
makes up the forest capital upon which sustained yield or forest ''interest'^ must be based.
(2) An appreciable portion of the timber is economically unavailable—cannot be cut profitably—because of size and quality, proportion
of inferior species, logging difficulties, remoteness from established
transportation, market conditions, or other reasons.
Economic Availability of Saw Timber
It is estimated that about two-thirds of the saw timber in the Uidted
States could be cut profitably, by reasonably efficient operators, under
present operating and market conditions.
In the West, where much of the saw timber is high up in the mountains, about half is economically available now. Improvements in
logging and milling practices, combined with changing economic conditions, will undoubtedly push back the limits of economic availability,
but considerable volumes may never be utilized.
Possibly 90 percent of the saw timber in the East is economically
available. Most of the eastern timber is much closer to markets than
the bulk of the western timber. In fact, in practically all regions east
of tiie Plains, hiferior quality, rather than iruiccessibility, is the most
serious obstacle to profitable utilization.
Veneer Logs
Timber suitable for the production of high-grade veneers is becoming increasingly scarce. In the North, some veneer logs are obtained
from second-growth stands, but large hardwood logs practically clear
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of defects, from which high-grade veneers are customarily produced,
are obtained mairdy from old-growtli stands. Inevitably, therefore,
the hardwood veneer industry has turned to the vSouth for much of its
raw material, imposing a heavy drain on the best-quality timber of that
region.
The West leads in the production of softwood veneers. The large,
old-growth timber of the West is especially well adapted to this use.
Douglas i\r leads all other softwoods for veneers and is second only to
red gum in total quantity consumed.
Pulpwood
There is an enormous supply of timber that would yield satisfactory
pulp, especially in the Pacific Northwest and the South; all told, it is
scvei'al hundred times the annual pulp wood cut. But only a small
part of the supply of species now used in pulp and paper manufactui'e
is available for this use, or at least as available as some of the foreign
supplies. We import as much pulpwood, or its equivalent in wood
pulp and paper, as we cut in our own forests. The manufacture of
pulj) involves many complex technical and economic problems. With
technical progress, and with sound forestry, there will be opportiniities
for greatly expanding the use for the pulp of the southern pines and of
the Douglas fir, ''true" firs, and hemlock of the far West.
Forest Drain and Timber Growth

Any sound appraisal of forest-resource conservation will take account of forest drain—the volume of material removed from the forests annually by cutting and that killed or destroyed by fire, insects,
disease, and other destructive agencies. Also of fundamental significance are the volume of annual growth and the relation between drain
and growth.
Forest Drain
In 1936, a year in which economic activity was still coTisiderably
below the prcdcpression level, the total drain on our timber supply
was 13.5 billion cubic feet (table 8). Seventy percent of this, equivalent to 47.8 billion board feet, was saw timber. And saw timber
includes the oldest timber of highest quality—the cream of the forest.
Cutting accoimted for 85 percent of the total drain, and 89 percent
of the saw-timber drain; destructive agencies for the rest. The
included fire losses, however, are not a full measure of the damage
to the forest caused by fire; for example, they do not take account of
the destruction of young growth on millions of acres, or of the depreciation in the productive capacity of the forest soil.
Lumber, manufactured mostly from old growth, accounts for 58
percent of the saw-timber drain. Fuel wood was second, with 13 percent. Pulpwood, hewed ties, fence posts, veneer logs, mine timbers,
cooperage stock, shingles, poles, piling, and miscellaneous products
made up 18 percent. Loss by fire, insects, disease, windfall, etc., accounted for 11 percent.
The ratios of drain to hardwood stand, both of saw timber and of
total voluitie, were about twice the corresponding ratios for softwood.
The problem of adequate hardwood supplies is more acute.
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Table 8.—Timber removed from commercial forests of the United States by cutting and by
destructive agencies, 1936
TIMBER CUT FOR COMMODITTES
Saw-timber trees ^

All timber i

!

Cordwood trees ^

Item
!

íroftwücxí ! Hardwood ! wood

Total

Softwood

Total

I HardI wood

Total

Softwood

i Hardi wood

1,000 ■ UOOO
1,000 '■■ UOOÖ \ 1,000 1,000
bd. ft. I hilft.
bd.ft.
cv. ft. i cu. ff. ' cu.fí.
Cords
Cords
Corda
27.702,415122,010.083
5, 080, 332 218,422 150,9081
5,
m,
58;")
13.99T,
840:1,
3G9,
739
Lumber
07,514
3, 019,482 1. 219, 241 \2. 400, 241 ¡0, 400, 401 ¡3, 121, 707 3. 278, 634 25,551,190 6,495,047119,055,549
Fuel wood
Pulp wood
705.924 038, 020'
67,898:2, 252. 147j2, 107, 802 ' 144, 345 2,519,105 2, 190,496' 322,669
354, 189. 182,011■ 171, 578 1, 491,753: 885, 461 606,292
92,300
Hewed ties
37,000,
55, 300
327.060: 131,434. 195,626, 628,576' 252,354 376,222 2,113, 031 904, 527 1. 148, 504
Fence posts.. . ..
252,443^
71,472. 180,9711,190,4151 412.733 777,682
7. 747
Veneer logs.- . ..
181
7,560
Mine timbers
161,010
77,093
47, 204i 113,752 151,102!
(round)
73,409:1.147,749 272, 921
874,828
149,447
61,109!
88,2:
704, 340 333,003 370,7431
Cooperage stock...
7,010
7,010
108,658 107, 600|
1,058 492. 590 4S9, 271
3,319'
12,157
Hhingles.. ...
.
1,071
11,086
354,
203
153,379!
200,824|1,429,629.
719,113
543,
258 159,950 383, 308
710,516
Other
11,400,007|6,610,042|4,789,965¡ 42,443,374,30,407,283 12,036,091132,212,035 10,28S.716'21.923.319

Total.

I

I

I

I

i

I

TIMBER REM0VEÎ3 BY DESTRUCTIVE AGENCIES
588,595

273,013 1,390,373 1,195,796

194, 577 6, 678,064 4,137,1G4|2, .540, <K)0

S01,706¡

339,435 3,973,930 3, 570, 783

403,147 4,801,810 2.079, 911:2, 721,899

j 2, 062, 749 1, 450, 301 \

612,448; 5, 304, 303 4, 766, 579 i

597, 724 11.479,874!6, 217. 075:5, 262, 799

Fire
... 861,608^
Insects, disease, ■
\
etc...
. .¡1,201,141;
Total

....

Aggregate

13,402,756 8,000, 343.5,402,413 47,807,677;35,173.802|12,fi33,815i43.691.t»09.10,505,791 27,186,118

1 Includes saw-timber and oordwood trees. The volumes, necessarily shown in cubic feet, include the
tops (cordwood size and larger) of the softwood saw-timber trees and the tops and Umbs of the hardwood
saw-timber trees. Bark is not included.
2 Inchides only timber of saw^-tiraber size. The volumes, in board feet, are equivalent to the lumber which
could have been sawed from such trees.
3 Includes only the merchantable volume, in cords, of trees below saw-timber size, from saw-timber, cordwood, and restocking areas.

The outstanding importance of the South as a source of timber
supply is emphasized by the fact that it accounts for one-half of the
Nation's forest drain. The Douglas fir belt of western Oregon and
Washington follows, with about one-fifth.
Current Timber Growth
With the old-growth timber of the East practically exhausted and
with the accessible supply in the West diminishing rapidly, the
amount, character, and geographic distribution of current timber
growth assume primary significance. Information regarding growth
in many regions is inadequate, so that it is impossible to make more
than a fairly good estimate of growth, for the country as a whole.
The total current growth is estimated at 11.3 billion cubic feet;
saw^-timber growth at 32 billion board feet, two-thirds of which is softwood. Nearly two-thirds of the saw-timber growth is in the South,
principally in pine forests.
But not all of the growth really comits. Little commercial significance can be attached to the grow^th on economically unavailable
stands. Then there is the matter of species or quality; for example,
in the Lake States, the rapidly growing aspen—a shoi't-lived specii^s
used only in limited quantities—accounts for about one-third of the
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total growth. Probably not more than 9.6 billion cubic feet, including
27.5 billion, board feet of saw timber, can be considered as effective
growth.
Relation oj Current Growth to Drain
Although current growth approaches current drain more closely
than it has since man began extensive use, the situation is actually
less favorable than the growth-drain comparisons of table 9 indicate.
Not all of the growth is effective. Cutting, for the most part, takes
the better trees, while most of the growth is in inferior species or
small, low-quality trees. Much of the drain is concentrated locall}^,
and forest industries continue to cut out and close down, with a
disastrous aftermath of unemployment, wrecked communities, and
stranded populations.
Table 9.—Current annual growth and drain, 1936
Combine d saw tiniber and
cordwood
Begion

Northeastern
Central
Lake..
South :
Coastal Plain __
IMcdinont. ..
Mountain
Delta
._
Pine, hardwoods, we.st
Total
Columbia River Basin:
West coast. ...
Interior
Total
California..
South Rocky Mountain
Plains
.
All regions

.

Growth

Drain

Million
cu. ft.
1, 200
568
979

Million
cu. ft.
1.370
907
983

1. 626
2.14;^
893
478
1.350

Ratio,
drain to
growth
(growth =
1)

Saw timber

Growth

Drain

1.0

Million
bd. ft.
2, 625
978
1, 850

Million
bd. ft.
2,468
1,781
2,420

1.691
1,812
1,487
573
1,120

1.0
.8
1.7
1.2
.8

5,645
6,841
1,810
1,278
4,829

6. 705
6,550
3, 908
1,846
4.633

Ö. 495

6, Ö89

1.0

917
717

1,833
1,016

1,634

2, 849

155
196

501
164

.8

13.463

1.2

11,287

. ... .

Ratio,
drain to Saw timgrowth ber cut for
(growth = lumber
I)

0.9
1.8
1.3

Million
bd. ft.
■ 978
469
1,307

■
I
i
.

1 2
1.0
2. 2
1.4
1.0

3 532
4 128
1,723
964
2, 930

20, 403

23,642 !

1.2

13, 277

2.0
1.4

2,739
2, 508

9, 550
4. 714

3.5
1.9

6. 772
2,831

1.7

5, 247

14.264 .

2.7

9 ()03

2, 649
584

6.4
1.1

1,647
422

47, 808

1.5

27, 703

1.1

414 " "
516
32,033

The high ratios of drain to growth in the West are less significant
than they would otherwise be because of the large quantities of virgin
timber which permit a certain excess of cutting. It appears, however,
that the present stand of economically available timber is less than
the regulated growing stock necessary to sustain the current rate of
saw^-timber utilization.
The saw-timber stands in the East have only about two-thirds of
the volume needed to sustain the current annual saw-timber drain.
The all-timber volume needs to be increased even more.
Timber Requirements

No one can say with assurance just how much wood we shall use at
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any future time—even within the next decade, not to mention 50
or"^100 years hence. Equall3^ indeterminate is the amount of timber
that we shall supply to other countries. Yet a sound program of
forestry must aim to anticipate future domestic requirements and
foreign demands witii some degree of probabiUty.
Among the factors that will influence the amount of timber we can
consume or dispose of is the timber supply itself. An abundance
of timber of the desired character and quality, available at low cost,
would make for larger consumption; competition from other materials
would be reduced, as wood would tend to replace more costly and
less accessible materials. On the other hand, scarcit}^, poor quality,
and high prices would make for less consumption. This is one reason
why utilization of the great quantity of inferior matearíais now present
in our forests constitutes a serious problem.
Another important factor is the ability of people to purchase.
For example, bringhig the average qualit^^ of the buildings on the
3 million farms in the South to a decent level will depeTul in large
measure on the ability of the farmers to purchase lumber. Higher
standards of living and greater prosperity would unquestionably
make for greater consumption of timber.
There are also great possibilities for developing new uses and products, particularly through chemical processes. Although wood is
by no means a stranger in the chemical-utilization field, it is still
largely used, except for shaping by manufacture, in substantially the
form in which nature produces it. But even so, many of our present
uses of wood have developed during this century. Equally revolutionary changes in wood utilization may be expected in the future,
with resultant increase in consumption, although certain present uses
may decline.
Then there is every reason why the United States should play a
largei" part than heretofore in world timber markets. The trencl of
wood consumption in all the principal countries except the United
States has been upward for a century. Meanwhile, most coimtries
have arrived at a point where there is little opportunity to increase
their present timber yield on a sustained basis. World markets may
therefore take larger volumes of American timber, provided it is
available and pricecí within the purchasing reach of foreign consumers.
Finally, the amount of American timber consumed will be influenced
by the efficiency and aggressiveness with which all avenues for the
utilization of wood are expanded. It is reasonable to befieve that
modern scientific methods applied to promoting the use of forest
products, whether in present forms or as something entirely difierent,
would increase consumption just as has been the case with other
materials.
Table 10 summarizes what is believed to be a reasonable judgment
of possible future consumption, markets, and other forest drain,
looking ahead several decades.
Although domestic consumption has declined markedly from the
peak of 45 billion board feet in 1906, we are still large users of lumber.
Despite the development and steady promotion of other building
materials, more than four-fifths of our dwellings are of all-wood construction, and stone, brick, tile, and concrete houses ordinaT'ily also
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Table 10.—Estimated future annual drain on American forests
Saw
timber

All
timber

Use or drain

Million
Doinostic consumprion:
bd. ft.
Lumber
--. 30,000
Fuol wood (7Ü million cords). 7,000
rulj)\vood (25 million cords)... 7,000
Aliscellancous proseni uses... 7, 000

Million
cu. ft.
0.000
5,170
2,500
1,930

Margin for now uses, for export,
and for a safety factor

Million
bd.ft.
12,000

Million
cu. ft.
3, 800

Total estimated cut
Losses, fire, insects, disease, etc. _

63.000
5, 0(^0

10,400
2, 000

51.000

15, 600

68, 000

21, 40f)

Uso or drain

ToUl .

._

All agoTicios

Saw
All
timber timber

coiitaiii large quantities of lumber. Much lumber will be needed to
construct and maintain really satisfactory rural and urban housing.
A careful analysis of trends and other factors indicates a probable
need of 30 billion board feet annually for the next 10 years. For the
longer pull, an equal rate of consumption appears reasonable.
With the development of farm forestry and impi'oved wood-burning
stoves an upward trend in the use of fuel wood may be expected.
Present annual consumption is some 60 million cords.
Ultimate selí-suíFiciency in pulp wood and a continuing upward
trend in paper consumption will necessitate a large increase over our
present annual 8 million cords of domestic pulpwood.
The margin indicated for new uses and export and as a measure of
safety is considered reasonable in laying out a constructive program of
forestry. Although it may seem large, one must remember that not
all of the timber that is grown has to be cut; that in publicly owned
forests the maintenance of forest cover, to protect watersheds and
assure other benefits, usually takes precedence over timber use and
that many decades will be required to put our forests in condition to
yield permanently 21.4 billion cubic feet a year.
A Plan of Timber Management

The sustained-yield objective proposed in the preceding paragraphs
is greatly in excess of current growth. Evidently a substantial advance in forestry is requisite to attain that objective. This is necessary also if full use, consistent with economic practicability, is to be
made of our commercial forest land. It is also clear that intensive
management of all commercial forest land would eventually produce
timber in excess of any economic needs that now appear probable.
Any practical concept of management designed to bring ultimate
yields into harmony with probable requirements must recognize that
the intensity of management on a given tract will be influenced by
many economic and physical factors. Lands characterized by good
site, favorable ownership, proximity to consuming centers, and the
hke, will be managed intensively. The poor and remote sites may
justify little more than protection. An intermediate category will be
adapted to an extensive form of management.
A plan of management which would bring ultimate timber yields
and requirements into balance is summarized in table 11. This
plan, w4iich is of course somewhat theoretical, recognizes the need for
flexibility, takes account of regional conditions and opportunities,
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and would ultimately provide a sustained annual yield of 21.4 billion
cubic feet, including 68 billion board feet of saw timber.
Table 11.—A suggested plan of management to bring timber yields and requirements
into balance

Area

Tyi)e of management

:
Intensive forestry 1 .
Extensive forestry 2
Simple protection
Total

i
■
.

.
....

Total
annual
yield

MiLtion I Million
acres
\ cubic fed
100.0 |
8,400
311.7 ;
13,000
oO.O;
SQ
161.7 I

21,400

1 Manairenuun under a lous;-term plan based on high standards of cutting practice, cultural measures,
planting when necessary, and protection, so that the quantity and quality of the yield approach the productive capacity of the land.
2 Involves, in addition to adequate fire protection, such cutting practices and cultural measures as are
necessary to maintain growth in sufñciont quantity for commercial utilization.
3 None of the estimated 370 million cubic feet of growth is considered to be economically available.

To attain such an objective in 75 years would require an increase
under intensive forestry of more than a million acres a year. It
would mean a great expansion in the area under extensive forestry.
The growing stock in the East would have to be built up to twice the
present available stand. In the West the remaining timber would
have to be carefully husbanded to facilitate the conversion of the
western forests to a sustained-yield basis.
Such, a plan would have far-reaching and fundamental benefits.
It calls for the fullest use of the land consistent with economic practicability, and it would provide an adequate supply of timber and timber
products to meet domestic needs, together with a substantial exportable surplus. As a basis for countless private forest activities and
industries, it would provide, in whole or in part, the economic foundation for thousands of communities.
THE ACTION PROGRAM REQUIRED

Space permits only a sketch of the program required to restore and
maintain the forest resource, and that largely of th(> aid which th(î
public in its own inti^est might well give to private owners. In
general, a program to be adequate must provide the action needed to
achieve two major purposes:
(1) To stop forest liquidation and to create and maintain a real
forest economy with human welfare its goal, by putting our forest
land permanently to work producing in abundance all the products
and services of which it is capable.
(2) To enable our people to utilize abundantly the timber and other
products and services of the forest. Existing utilization reflects bare
subsistence levels for many of our people, not reasonable standards
of living. There are great opportunities for expansion in our use of
these products and services if they can be made available at low cost
and if our people generally have the requisite purchasing power.
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Private Forests

The safeguarding of existing stands in the East and their development into adequate growing stock is the most urgently needed measure.
Generally speaking, a forest property upon which stands are already
established, even though inadequately, can be developed into a regulated sustained-yield enterprise at less expense and more quickly than
can one upon which stands are largely lacking.
This does not minimize the necessity of providing for an adequate
planting program for areas not likely to restock naturally; for the
development of adequate protection against fire, insects, and disease;
and for the control of cutting in the western regions, to facilitate the
conversion of those forests to an adequate sustained-yield basis.
Obtaining products other than lumber just as far as practical from
improvement or salvage cuttings would help to build up tluî growling
stock. The yield of usable growth could also be increased by careful
selection of the stands to be cut and of the trees to be cut wdtbin
those stands, where partial cutting methods can be applicid. Those
stands and trees should be cut which offer no prospect of making a
good rate of grow^th in volume or value, and those should be left which
promise to increase rapidly in volume or value in the near future.
Wherever possible, a good stand of thrifty young and middle-aged
trees should be left on cut-over lands. Through various silvicultural
operations it would be possible to increase the proportion of fastgrowing or otherwise desirable species and more nearly to maintain
that density of stand which is most favorable to rapid growth of
timber.
There is general agreement that Government must play a larger part
than heretofore in effectuating a forestry program, because of the size,
diversity, and complexity of the problems and the obstacles which must
be overcome. Existing and proposed policies and measures boil down
to three major forms of public action:
(1) Public cooperation, in many forms.
(2) Public regulation.
(3) Public acquisition, by the Federal Government, States, and
communities.
From a long-run point of view, maiiy eminent authorities believe
that nothing less than all three forms of action, going forward concurrently, will really fill the bill. There can be little question that
each has strong and weak points, while together they seemingly cover
all essential requirements.
Public Cooperation
Public cooperation on private forest land may be furnished by the
Federal Government directly or through the States, by the States, or
by smaller political subdivisions. Its essence is the removal of inherent or man-made handicaps insurmountable by private ow^ners, and
its justification is the public welfare.
The ^^right" of private enterprise to make its own decisions is not
ordinarily impaired by public cooperation. In fact, private ow^ners
favor cooperation, if for no other reason than that most of its forms
carry financial aid, and the cooperation is voluntary on their part.
Public cooperation has already taken several forms. All of these
223701°
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should be continued, most of them on a broader scale, and several
further measures are needed.
Protection against fire.—Adequate protection against fire is one basic
requirement. Federal aid on private and State lands began with the
Weeks law of 1911 and was expanded greatly by the Clarke-McNary
Act of 1924, which established three cardinal principles for cooperation:
(1) Aid to go only to States that provide a protection system by
legislation.
(2) Funds granted not to exceed combined State and accredited
private expenditures.
(3) Cooperation to be handled through appropriate State officials.
In the fiscal year 1939, the Federal Government cooperated with 40
States and Hawaii íTI providing fire protection ; some 269 million acres
are now under protection. Only about 1 percent of the protected area
was burned during the calendar YQ\XV 1938, and losses were about
$7,180,000; about 20 percent of the 144 million acres without protection was burned over, with, an estimated loss of $28,800,000.
Organized protection should be provided for the unprotected 144
million acres, almost three-fourtiis of which is in the South. On nmch
of the area already protected the protection should be intensified.
Protection against forest insects and diseases.—Protection against
insects and diseases should be given greater empliasis. Losses caused
by these agencies exceed those from fire. The outstanding need is for
a Nation-wide organization to discover incipient epidemics by frequent
surveys and to fight them while snudl.
Forest and forest-products research.—Obviously, if private and public
owners alike could have sound technical knowledge on how to handle
forest resources, and authoritative information on the production, use,
and marketing of forest products, they could do a much better job.
Only a few of the large corporations and industrial associations are
financially able to conduct research on the broad scale that is necessary
for solving many forest problems. For the 3.5 millioTi farm-woodland
owners and most of the 1 million or more industrial and other nonfarm
owners, it is out of the question. Public agencies will have to do the
job for private owners as well as for themselves.
The Federal forest research organization includes a Nation-wide
system of forest experiment stations and the Forest Products Laboratory. By far the greater part of the forest research carried on up to
now has been done by the Federal Govermtient. There is a large
opportunity for the States and other agencies to expand their work in
this field, particularly on State and local problems.
Forestry exteïisioti.— Although extension, work in forestry with both
farmers and industrial owners has been uîider way for years, it is still
on an entirely inadequate basis. This is the more remarkable because effective forestry extension.—and to be effective it must be supported by adequate research- -can go to the heart of the problems of
private ownership. The big job of forestry extension is to change the
thinking of private owners, to make them want to grow timber, and
to show them how to do it. This work will have to be greatly expanded
if Federal and State efi'orts are to measure up to the needs of the fores try-ex ten sion j ob.
Utilization extension,—Promotion of the use of forest products
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should be a major feature of any well-rounded national program of
forestry. Of coarse, no one means can be depended on exclusively to
insure markets. Demonstration of and instruction in new or improved
methods of processiiig and using forest products can, however, perform much the same function in this field that forestry extension proper
can in the field of timber growing. But in spite of the clear need for
it, there has never been adequate provision for publicly supported
utilization ex ten sion.
Benefit payments to farmers.—Fuller récognition of improved forest
practices in benefit payments \mder the agricultural conservation program would tend to stimulate farm forestry. Tliis would also help
farmers to increase their income, particularly those with appreciable
areas of land submarginal for cultivation but suitable for forests, and
those in the problem areas of forest regions who have so far received
the least aid although needing it most.
Forest planting —Unless the public gives a further lift, private
ownership is likely to be slow in doing its 25-million-acre planting job.
Federal aid is now limited to farms. Planting on industrial and other
nonfiirm holdings ndght be stimulated by Federal aid in furnishing lowcost seed and planting stock in much greater quantities than is now
supplied solely by the States.
Cooperatwes.—Through poohîig their forest resources and efforts in
cooperative associations, many small owners might in time largety
work out their own salvation. But to furnish essential advice and
leadership, continuing extension and research effort and perhaps additional l^^ederal legislation will be required.
Forest credits,—Federally sponsored large-volume credits laüj be
the key to good forest practice by many private owners.
Forest fire insurance.—Forest fire insurance would provide relative
freedom from one serious financial uncertainty for private ow^ners, yet
such insurance is lacking in this country.
Forest taxation,—Although there is no panacea for the tax problem,
equitable State and local forest taxation can remove a real though
exaggerated handicap. Contrary to popular opinion, the numerous
State tax-exemption and yield-tax laws so far passed have been almost
u n i V er sally in ofíccti ve.
Public Regulation
Public regulation, the second form of concurrent action on private
forest lands, probably offers the greatest hope of stopping promptly
the destruction of old-grow^th and second-growth forests. Advocates
of public regulation point out that:
(1) Regulation is essential because of the inadequacies of both
public cooperation and public acquisition.
(2) Regulation will assure a private quid pro quo for public expenditures in most forms of cooperation. The lands of a private owner
may be protected against fire, insects, and diseases by public cooperation, but without some form of control he can nullify all by destructive
cutting.
(3) Regulation would not go beyond flexible minimum fori^stpractice requirements needed to keep private lands fairly productive.
(4) Regulation protects private owners who recognize social
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obligations inherent in good forest-land management from those who
might otherwise continue ruthless liquidation.
(5) Regulation is not a new exercise of sovereignty. Nearly every
country that has a real forestry program exercises some degree of
control over the handling of private forests.
(6) Regulation is not wholly new and untried even in the United
States. Although it is largely limited to fire-protection controls,
four States already have regulatory laws going beyond fire protection.
Public Acquisition
Where private forestry will not pay its way, or wlu^re private
owners camiot or will îiot function in th(^ conservation of the forc^st
ressource, public acquisition is th(^ only sure solution. More specifically, the public should acquire forest land needed to accomplish the
following:
(1) To insure the beneficial effects of the forest in regulating run-oft"
and minimizing floods and in controlling erosion.
(2) To safeguard the economic life of dependent communities and
regions by furnishing maximum continuous opportunities for privately
owned industries and for gainful employment in growing, harvesting,
processing, and using timber.
(3) To create a permanent forest economy in forest regions where
no sound economy has ever existed.
(4) To unscramble private-ownership patterns built up for liquidation
and so complex as to make satisfactory forest-resource conservation
impossible.
(5) To insure the restoration of wrecked or devastated forests.
(6) To consolidate existing pubUc forests and purchase units, the
administration of which in the public interest is now often thwarted
by private or other interior holdings of key timber, range, recreational
tracts, or water facilities.
Investigations by the Forest Service indicate that about one-third
of the forest land in private ownership could advantageously be taken
into public ownership—by communities, the States, or the Federal
Government—in order to give the greatest assurance that the resource
will be restored and handled in the public interest.
Public Forests

All public lands now held or hereafter acquired should be made
outstanding examples of good management and public service. Given
the necessary legislation and appropriations, it will be possible to put
all the public forest resources under much more intensive management
than has heretofore been possible and to build them up to a much
higher level of productivity. The public forests should be made in
fact as W(>11 as in theory the basis for a real forest economy with all
that such an economy implies in public service. The beneficial
cft'ects should extend far beyond their boundaries.

